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In the FebrQ.ary J.3th issue of Criminal Justice Newsletter, there appeared 

a three-column summary of "an important evaluation" by v the American Institutes 

f~r Research (AIR) of the Illinois Unified Delinquency Intervention Services 

~'UDIS: Deinstitutionalizing the Chronic Juvenile Offe")lder." 

Because there is a discouraged corrections community anxious to believe 

this evaluation, and because of a national dissatisfaction with deinstitu-

tionalization (with which these findings are apparently consonant), we have 

* been scrutinizing the report and have begun-to reanalyze much of it. Our 

strong impression is that the major conclusions either are an artifact of 

the methodology employed or have been exaggerated by that methodology. More-

over~ it is misleading to conceiV'e of the AIR report as a comprehensive ii 

evaluatiQn of UDIS or as th~ commentary on deinstitutionalization it has 

been taken by marry to be. 

Although ou~ reanalysis is not completed~ it is apparent that if the 

findings and interpretations of the AIR report were to be implemented as 

i·policY:J some of the best p,rograms for youth might be dismantled and some of ' 

the worst affirmed. Since the report and" its various summaries have receivep-. 

a wide airing, including a. presentation to the u.s. Senate. Subcommittee on 
" 
Juvenile nelinquency~ we ,feel compelled to alert the ,criminal justice com-

munity' to several major deficiencies of the rep-art suggested by our pre-
t::p''''f-~( . , • 
! 
• , · · 
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liminary reanalysis. Xn our 9~inion, these shortcomings are, of sufficient 

magnitud~ to 'cast a ~'reasonable doubt" on m~ny of the conclusions of the AIR 

evaluation report. 

AIR evaluates the success of UDIS --- a broad range of alternatives for 

youths who would otherwise be incarcerated in Department of Corrections (DOC) 

inst~tutions --- by comparing the records of youths in UDIS with those of ( .. 

youths sent to DOC. The AIR authors conclude that there is little difference 

; betl,Jeen UDIS and DOC' in terms of their effectiveness in reducing recidivism. 

They report a profound decrease in the delinquent activity of youths placed 

;in either UDIS or DOC. In both cases, rapidly accelerating rates of delinquent 

activity are reported to be drastically reduced (or "suppressed," using the 

terminology of the report) after youtl;l.s were "treated" by either of the tv10 

programs. The authors furt\ler conclude 'that ~he differ~ences between UDIS 
, 

and DOC were slight; that no less severe prior interv~ntion (e.g.~ station 

adjustments, probation) had any salutary eff\kt on these serious d,elinquents; 
, " 

and that the more intense the UDIS placement (e.g., wilaerness programs and 

intensive psychological treatment, compared to foster and group 'homes), the 

more successful the impact on recidivism. 

The AIR authors 'have correctly criticized the many studies w4ich call any 

~ingle post-intervention re~arrest a measure of recidivism equivalent to 

mUltiple re-arrests, .and substitute a xar better measure of program impact: 

the proportion C?f offenses reduced in a pre .... /post-inteX'vention comparison 

of delinquent careers. But theirmethbdology has some diffic.ulties which 

merit serious discussion. Our comments ~"ill focus on three maj01: ar,eas: 

(1) the vali~ity of the major findings, (2) the persuasiveness of the 
'\\ 

• 1 I,: "; , . ~ • 

explanaJ:ions given ,f.or, those findings, and (3) the, rel8,ti()Uship between 0 

recidivism a~d the quality ,of care. 
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SUPPRESSION OF DELINQUENCY: THE MAJOR FI:N!)ING 

The "suppression" effect: has been highlighted in every summary of the AIR 

evaluation. }'or each of a variety of highly 'correlated indicators (police 
e 

contacts, arrests, court appear8nces, and violence-related offenses*), the 
" 

report notes a profound reduction in delinquent behavior which has three 

import~tcharacteristics: (1) the drop is immediate and obvious, even in 

the .. Sirst month after release; (2) t~e drop is drasticlOreducing delinquency 

by as much ~s 74%; and (3) the drop interrupts a sharply accelerating (even 

exponential) rate of delinquent behavior for these youths. We will comment 

on these factors in turn. 

Suppression and the Missing D.elinguents 

What disturbs us most about the controversy surrounding this report is 

LhaL the Varlo\!s summaries ignore the, 'problem of the "wissing uelillquel1ts. VI 

Due to the timeliness of their evaluation, the AIR authors were forced to 

. publish their findings even though· 20% of the UnIS and DOC delinquents had 

not yet been released from programs or institutions. M6re important, at. no 

point in their report do the AIR authors make it clear that over 30% of the 

delinquents were observed for less than one month in the post-intervention 

period. Published summa~iesof the AIR report have also failed ~o report this' 

fact. 

The finding that delinquent activity has been sharply and abruptly re-

duced is based largely on a series of plots which compare the number of 

"delinquent acts" (e.g~, police contacts) each month per 100 youths· before 

*In fact, all~gations of violence; none of these.measures implies a con
viction for the offense' 
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int~r~ention with the number per 100 youths following release. And the plots 

a~e visually compell~ng, showing a huge drop on each index. But whfl~ the 

data for each month before intervention include all 481 youths in the combined 

samples, the post-release data in successive mon.ths include only those youths 

who have been free for that period of tillie. It 

v 

·If the released youths were a fully representa~ive subsamp1e of all the 

youth~ in this study, we would have only the slight problem of increasingly 

unstable estimates due to decreasing sample sizes. But it is plausible to 

assume (and the data suggest) that the stilJ"incarcerated youths, including 
'1 

those on whom we have no post-intervention measures at all, were the "most 
• 0 

delinquent" of ail and that their inclusion in the before measure and omission 

in the after measure accounts for a large proportion of tJle "suppression" 

effect. To the extent that.length of incarceration, seriousness of delin-

quency) and subsequent recidivism are positively related, this is akin to 

measuring everyone. in a room, dismissing the tallest 25%, remeasuring the 
" 

rest, and then concluding that everyone in the room has shrunk. 

Careful scrutiny of the AIR report suggest that there was indeed a biased 

attrition of cases from pre-intervention to post-release. For the trmos t 

delinquent" youths, for example, those who had more than 16 prior police 

contacts, the attrition rate was 40%. For the "least. delinquent" youths, 

those with only 1-8 prior police contacts, the attrition rate 'tV'as only 25%. 

Clearly, the "most delinquent" youths w~re oV'errepresented iz:. pre-intervention 

and underrepresented in po~t-release measures of delinquency. 

the two programs hav,e' had an ~ equivalent impact orl' recidivism. (Moreover, 
'l 

c\ 
the DOC youths remain on parol.e; if staying out of trouble' is ~a condition of n . 'J If 
their release, they have an additional reason not to recidivate. In effect4 

the' DOC "treatmehtll has not ended.) 

'f,.; 
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Exponential Increases and the Regression Artifact 

Whatever decrease in recidivism may remain after accounting for biased 

at'trftion rates~ it: is still an important decrease if it interrupts an expon- \1 

entially increasing criminal career. But the possibility of an artifact in 
\' 

this ~ncrease is suggested by one's impression, surely misleading, that 
3" 

witho\:;t the intervention, these few youths might be responsible for most of 

the crime in the United States within q, few months!, In fact, this expoonen-:-

tial increase is largely a statistical quirk, the mathematical result of 

accumulated rare events. The appea},~anc:e of an exponentially increasing 
" ,', 1\ 

. rate of delinquency in the pre-;interven,t,ion'period is a result of the same 

process that has generated a regression. artifact in these data. 

The meaning of regression in this context is that, other things equal, 

a post-release drop in delinquency occurs by chance alone when youths are 

selected for "treatment" on a basis of abnormally high pre"'::i.nt~rv~nti()ll 

rates. UDIS and DOC youths were sel~cted for "treatment" largely on this 

basis. As a result, when the da'ta are ,aggregated, an exponential increase 

, appears in the aggregated data. And in post-r~lease, a drop in the rate of 

delinquency is guaranteed. 

As an analogy, consider the roll of dice. If an abnormally high 

\ number comes up (for example, eleven or twelve), the odgs are as high as 35 to I 

that another roll of the dice will produce a lower number (for example, two or 

ten). Thus, when a highn~mber appears, we can "treat" the'dice, utter a magic 
, Ji 

II 

phrase, and "cause" a smaVler number to appear on the next roll. 
IJ ' " 

The appearance of a smaller number has nothing to do with our magic 

phrase, of course, but is the result of a regression artifact. The 

Ii 
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same principle applies to a red~ct.do1'l;( in the rate of delinquency for a 

selected cohort. Youths we:t:e s,elected for intervention because their rate 

of activity immediately' prior to inter~ention was higher than normal. 

Conditions thus are r!pe for a regression artifact. The AIR authors have 
{,I\)( 

noted this possibility but offer no estimate as to the magnitude of the 

regression artifact. Is it large enough to wipe out·the "suppression" 

effect? 

In our opinivn, the rate of delinquent activity for some of these 

youths would have dropped. without an intervention. (We discuss the acknowledged 

influence of maturation below'.) A regression artifact is most certainly at 

work in these data. In our reanalysis, 'We are devlcting the greatest effort 

to this problem. 

REIFICATION OF PLACEMENT CATEGORIES AND THE "SOLUTION" TO DELINQUENCY 

The authors of the AIR report reach conclusions about the comparative 

efficacy of the various prpgram options witQin UDIS. Subdividing all program 

options into three categories, they claim that "Level III" placements, the 

most incarcerative (e.g., wilderness programs~ ,:f.ntensive therap~mtic resi-
,', 

dency), are the most effective. The authors then argue ,ex, post facto that 

the I,~vel III placements are more e~fective because they are more "convi~citig" 

to, the youths and therefore are taken more seriously by the youths. Group 

hCl!l!es, on the other hand; or so the authors argue, may inc:~orporate the worst 
",',-. \ 

of two contrasting interyention models. Group homes are n~itherplacemep,.ts 

at home nor "drastic" enough to impact the youths. Before accepting these 

explanations as guides to future policy, however, several important iss'lles _ 

mU'st be raised. 
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Impacts of Regression. and Maturation 

The a:uiliors' cl~im for the sup,eriority .of Level III UDIS placements is 

based on a series of before/0fter compar:i.sons· in which two confounds art;~ 

possible. First, youths have been sl~lected for placement in Level III. Some 

of the before/after c~mparisons seem.to fit the classic model of the regl:ession 

artifact which we just discussed. A greater percenta~e drop in delinquent 

activity may occur prElcisely because the youths had higher pre-interventic.m 

rates of activity, and thus, had further to drop. 

Moreover, a commoli.place finding in the delinquency research is that 

youths tend tp "mature" out of delinquency. The rate of delinquency for 

most youths will therefore drop over time whether there is an intervention 

or not. 'Few criminologists are surprised by the recent drop in national 

crime l:ates; the average ag,e in. the country is increasing, and as a 

population matures, the crime :;:~te drops as a matter of course. When com-
" 

parin~ the impact of various placements on recidivism then, it behooves 

one to make sure that youths placed in one program are neither younger nor 

older than youths placed in other programs. A greater drop in one program 

may reflect nothing more than a greater proportion of' older youths in that 

program. Apparently 'no test on the relative' ages of the UDIS youths across 

placements was made by the authors of the AIR evaluation. 

Placement Labels 

But a larger issue concerns the meaning of flLevel III." In aggregating 

placeI!lell.ts to Levels I, II, and III, the AIR authors were attempting to rank 
/7 

the va:dous 'p).acements ··on the basis of 'hOW "drastic" an intervention each 

seemed to be. Lev~l I placements were deem,ed the least "drastic," Level III 
\: 

pl~,lcements the most "drastic." But in their aggregation, the authors grouped 
It 

. . 
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together placements of widely 'varying types and placements which were 

attempting to impact youths in fundamentally diffe~ent ways. Level III 

placements, for'examp1e, inc1ud~d Qoth wilderness-stress programs and high 

security therapeutic hospitalization programs. Similarly, prpgrams with 

'vast1y different reputations (but "bearing the same descriptive labels, 

largely for purposes of remuneration; e.g., various stripes Clf "group homes") 
v 

have been equated with one another. When apparent differences were found 

between the recidivism outcomes Level, I, II, and III program categories, 

the authors assume, and all summaries stress, that their sorting criterion 

"explains" the difference. 

Of course, it may be highly misleading to equate programs within such 

.' arbiirary categories. Wilderness~stress programs and therapeutic hospitaliza

tion programs are both labeled as "Level III,j p10,cements. While both of 

these programs are '~intensive" they are quite different and their impact~ 

('."I.nnot be easily compared. And for analytic purposes, it may be just as mis-

leading to label a group of placements simply because they share a nominal 

category (e .• g., "group home") as it:, is to label a group of delinquents simply 

because they share a nominal category (e.g., "chronic offender"). S~mp1e 

sizes may have dictated some of these arbitrary, decisions but this purely 

statistical issue should not misdirect policy •. 

The UDIS staff made important distinctions among the various placements 

in terms of "quality." One Level III p1acem~nt was especially well regarded 

by the unIS ca~e managers and the dedicated staff of 'this program might well 

have been extraordinarily successful wherever they worked. Since the high pro-

portion of youths ill Level III UDIS placements were in tha't single highiy 

regarded progr?m, the 3quality" of program personnel may be profoundly 
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intertwined with the "Level III" cat€!gory. The AIR a~thors note the high 

ratings by UDis case ,managers of the Level. r;u placements, but in general, 

do not, deal with the "quality" of the placement as it relates to recidivism 

outcomes. The assumption that prog,£'am placements within a nominal category 

are interchangeable is thus not a w!ise assumption particularly among those 

placements that the AIR authors ha,re labeled "Level IlL II 

Recidivism as a Single Measure of Effectiveness 

Finally, to the reduced extent that recidivism results may hold, can one 

conclude that the various programs ofUDIS and DOC have been effectively 

evaluated? Even here, we think nat. L. 

While DOC may accept impact on recidivism as ~n appropriate single 

measure of effectiveness --~ thou~h we suspe~t that they would not --- it 

is a singularly misleading measDr~ for characterizing what UDIS meant. to 

accomplish. Recidivi$m has aJ:.>ays! been but one (and not necessarily the 

most salient) way in which UDIS ha~, at·tempted to, reform' the juveniles in their 

care. Their emphasis has been on individualizing care, on close monitoring 

of the activities of their charges" and on modifying the UDIS program for 

individual youths when warranted by:progress or the lack of it. While much 
" 
\1, 

of this is ,.:f!0mmented on in the AIR i;\eport, the publi~hed summaries tend to 
" . 

ignore these points in favor of the \more spectacular claims about recidivism • 

• ! 

~ .. , Moreover, UDIS emphasized not p~'ograms, but program packageswh'ere youths 

could be moved from p1ace~ent to plac.ement, 'often according to a prearranged 

plan •. Concentrating solely on the fil~st (;;tnd often very brief) placement, 

misses the emphasis UDIS promotes. In addition, tmIS staff were openly 

aware that some of ,their placements and some of their workers were better 

/, 
./ 
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, than others. 
, q 

tT.DIS had hoped that an evaluation 'Would illuminate these 
\::t 

issues. But on this sco~e, and on a variety of other 'characterizations of 
f~~\ ' -

program 
;, .\ 

qual;tty,":"t.he AIR evalua~ion is nearly silent. It is particular1): ironic 

that UDIS, which so stressed individualization and outcomes other than .. 

recidivism, should be subjected to an evaluation wh~ch collapses placements 

into broad categories and virtually ignores all but the most traditional 
v 

measures of program success. " 

UDIS is not Ilneinstitutionalization" 

The AIR report has also been widely interpreted as a commentary on 

"deinstitutionalization," w.i.th the assumption that: UDIS is an attempt to 

.- achieve that outcome. But this too is misleading. 'In fact~ some of the 

placements within UDIS are fully as institutional as DOC. In part, thes~ 
i( / 
"< 

unIS programs were a response to th~ political environment: juvenile court 

judges required UDIS to maintain secure detention facilities within its 

panoply of placements before the courts would take seriously the program 

as a whole. But these secure placements are (a) ina~propriatelythought of 

as alternatives to institutionalization, and (b) so expen~ive within the 

range of UDIS alternatives that they seriously inflate the costs of UDIS • . 
UDIS .cosJ:s as reported by the AIR authq:~s are therefore not an adequate 

) 
measure of the costs of "deinstitutionalized" care. 

CONCLUSION 

Because of these 'problems in analysis and construct validity, the AIR 
\.~, 

report may have left an inappropriate impression on the corrections commuIiity. 

The report has been widely distributed and in its p'resent form is cited as a 

trenchant commentary on a variety,,,f crucial issues in juvenile-corrections. 
o 

o 
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. The' . even more widely distributed summaries of the report lack the 'context the 

AIR authors provide, and thus, are particularly misleading. 

Our opinion on the basis of a preliminary r.eana1ysis of these data .. . 
is that the finding of a "suppression" effect is overstated by the All.treport. 

B~t in addition, we believe that any study which characterizes such an appareritly 

different program as UDIS solely in terms of routine measures such as recid-

ivism so caricatures the program as to be irredemab1y misleading. We 

recognize the fact that "harderfl. measures (e.g., recidivism, dollar costs) 

are easier to handle with the currently available social science methods 

than are "softer" measures. But program quality is crucial to an evaluation, 

particularly when the goal of the evaluation is set policy guidelines. This 

point is much more a commertt on the inadequacies of our d~scip1ine, ~nd 

suggests diat in this area as in so many others, social scientists and 

technicians should not be a11~wed·to dominate the definition of problems or 

solutions. 

i. 

This letter was sent. to Editor 
Criminal Justice Newsletter 

.~ 

National Council ~n Crime and Delinquency 
411 Hackensack Avenue 
Hackensack, NJ 07·601 

.. ' 
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